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33 RF Hyperthermia array modeling applying the CGFFT method 
validationn by means of measured EM-field distribution s 

Thiss chapter has been published as: 
Rh'' hyperthermia array modelling: validation by means of measured EM-field distributions 
2001.. J. Wiersma and J.D.P. van"Dijk 
Internationall  Journal of Hyperthermia, 17:63-81 

Abstract t 

Thee accuracy of a hyperthermia treatment simulation determines its role in prospective 
treatmentt planning and dosimetry for the individual patient. Of importance are 1) the 
accuracyy of the numerical simulation method and 2) the numerical description oï the 
hyperthermiaa treatment system. The accuracy of the numerical method generally is 
determinedd by analysis of a problem that is analytically solvable. The validity of the 
descriptionn of the hyperthermia system is to be investigated by comparison of the simulated 
andd measured EM-field amplitude and phase of the clinical operational hyperthermia 
system. . 
Inn this paper the numerical description of the AMC-4 waveguide phased array for which 
treatmentt planning is performed by the Weak Form of the Conjugate Gradient FFT method 
iss investigated. The accuracy of the description is analysed for four set-ups. varying the 
boluss size and the number of waveguides attached to a phantom. 
Thee comparison of experimental and numerical data has demonstrated the ability of the 
Weakk Formulation of the Conjugate Gradient FFT method to predict the EM-field of the 
AMC-44 waveguide array hyperthermia system including effects due to bolus size 
variations.. However, based on the comparison of the measured EM-field distributions and 
thosee obtained from simulations, we find the accuracy of the planning system insufficient 
forr quantitative SAR dosimetry for individual patients. Qualitative SAR dosimetry can be 
appliedd in cases where the accuracy is of minor importance e.g. for the retrospective 
analysiss of problematic hyperthermia treatments. Prospective applications of the treatment 
planningg system include the (qualitative) determination simulation of a set of starting points 
givingg a "close to optimal'" amplitude and phase setting, the prediction of possible problem 
areass and the analysis of the performance of new'improved hyperthermia devices. 

KeyKey words: RF deep healing, experimental verification, treatment planning. 
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3.11 Introduction. 
Variouss numerical methods have been presented for the simulation of the EM-fields 
inducedd during hyperthermia treatments: e.g. the Finite Difference Time Domain method 
(FDTD.. Sullivan 1990. Sullivan 1991. Flornsleth 1997 and Hornsleth 1992). the Finite 
Elementt <FE) method (Paulsen et al. 1990, Jia et al. 1994). the Volume Surface Integral 
liquationn method (VSIF) (Nadobny et al. 1992, Wusi et al. 1993) and the Weak 
Formulationn of the Conjugate Gradient FFT method (C'GFFT) (Zvvamborn et al. 1991. 
Zvvambornn et al. 1992b). The accuracy of the hyperthermia treatment simulation is of 
importancee in treatment planning thermal dosimetry for the individual patient and 
equipmentt development. In relation to the accuracy of these hyperthermia treatment 
simulationn codes two questions must be addressed: 1) "How accurate is the description of 
thee EM-field at (issue interfaces, e.g. fat and muscle, and hence for heterogeneous cases'" 
andd 2) "How accurate is the numerical description of the radiating elements of the 
hyperthermiaa system in relation to the actually generated EM-field distribution within the 
patient?" " 
Forr eacli oi' the above mentioned numerical methods the applicability for solving the 
problemm of EM scattering by a three-dimensional dielectric object, like a patient, has been 
evaluatedd through analysis of a heterogeneous, layered sphere irradiated by a plane wave. 
Forr this problem an analytical solution is available and therefore the reference to the 
numericallyy computed EM-field is indisputable. Depending on numerical parameters like 
resolutionn and iteration steps it appears that all the numerical algorithms have the ability to 
copee with dielectric interfaces and that sufficient accuracy can be established (Wust et al. 
1993.. Zwamhorn el al. 1991. Zwambom et al. 1992b, Sullivan et al. 1987. Sullivan 1992). 
thuss answering the first question. The answer to the second question, i.e. determining the 
accuracyy of the numerical description of the hyperthermia treatment system in the clinical 
practice,, strongly relies on the availability of experimental data from a clinical setting. 
Here,, in contrast to the first question, the reference data for the numerical result is 
originatingg from an experiment of some kind and therefore subject to certain measurement 
accuracy. . 
AA well-known example of experimental data from a clinical setting is presented by Gibbs et 
al.. (Gibbs et al. 1990). They determined the specific absorption rate (SAR) in a 
heterogeneouss phantom heated by the BSD-2000 Sigma 60 system {Turner et al. 1989b, 
Turnerr et al. 1989a) at a number of points along several carefully selected tracks. The 
muscle-likee and fat-like constituents of the phantom roughly shape the pekic area and legs. 
Unfortunatelyy the phantom cannot be conserved for a long period and looses shape after a 
shortt period (Jia et al. 1994). This is disadvantageous because (he shape of the phantom 
mayy become substantia!ly different from the one used in simulations. Additionally, 
consecutivee experiments (for parameter studies or testing reproducibility) cannot be 
comparedd properly. In contrast to the more commonplace SAR measurements in 
heterogeneouss phantoms Schneider et al. (1995) presented simultaneous amplitude and 
phasee measurements in the aperture midplane of" homogeneous phantoms with a rectangular 
andd elliptical cross section. Wiersma et al. (1998) analysed the role of the waterbolus in 
relationn to fringing field effects and in order to do so amplitude and phase data of the EM-
fieldfield components in both the aperture midplane and the sagittal midplane of a rectangular 
phantomm (length: 78.5 cm. square cross section of 30x30 cm") was collected. 
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Thee data sets mentioned above may be selected tbr the evaluation of numerical methods in 
theirr ability to simulate a clinical hyperthermia treatment. SAR data may originate from a 
heterogeneouss phantom enabling the analysis of handling media interfaces. On the other 
handd the amplitude and phase are the primary entities that are numerically determined. 
Knowledgee on these separate parameters enables the analysis of the simulation of separate 
tieldd components, which is important in relation to the clinical relevant fringing field 
effects.. A comparison of simulation data and experimental data from Gibbs el al. (Gibbs et 
al.. 1990) has been presented by Sullivan et al. (1992) and Jia et al. (1994) for the FDTD 
methodd and the FE method respectively. Both studies mainly concentrate on the qualitative 
correspondencee of numerical and experimental data. 
Proceedingg on this line the current study presents both a qualitative- and quantitative 
comparisonn of simulation data and the data measured by Wiersma et al. (199N), The 
simulationn data is obtained by the Weak Formulation of the CGFFT-melhod. The 
comparisonn addresses the accuracy of the numerical description of the radiating elements of 
aa clinical hyperthermia system i.e. the second question posed earlier. Both amplitude 
distributionn and phase distribution in the aperture midpiane and the sagittal midplane of a 
homogeneouss phantom with a rectangular cross section are considered in the comparison. 

3.22 The weak formulation of the CGFFT-method for 1£M-Field calculation. 
Althoughh other EM field calculation methods are increasingly utilised, historically the most 
extensivelyy utilised and most versatile technique for handling scattering and diffraction of 
electromagneticc waves by an object is the domain-integral technique. It takes into account 
thatt the scattering object is present in free space and that it manifests itself through the 
presencee o]' secondary sources or contrast currents. The relevant integral equations for a 
problemm of realistic size and complexity are usually solved by the method of moments 
rapidlyy culminating in a large number of equations of which a solution can only be obtained 
numericallyy by a suitable iterative technique. One of these techniques is the conjugate 
gradientt FFT (CGFFT) method. Utilising and adopting this method Zwamborn {Zwamborn 
1991)) developed an appropriate computational method for the modelling of full vectorial, 
threee dimensional, electromagnetic problems: the Weak Formulation o[ the CGFFT 
method. . 

Thee Weak Formulation of the CGFFT method takes the domain integral equation for the 
electricc flux density as the point of departure. This domain integral equation is a 
hypersingularr integral equation, in which a differential operator acts on a vector potential. 
Thee vector potential is a convolution of the free-space Green's function and some contrast 
currentt density over the domain of the scattering/contrasting object. Integration of this 
equationn must be carried out carefully by weakening its singular behaviour and the 
formulationn of a weak global operator. The weak global operator is obtained by selecting 
appropriatee testing and expansion functions. This approach leads to a set of equations that 
symbolicallyy can he written as e' = LD (details can be found in Zwamborn et al. 199] and 
Zwambornn et al. 1992b) with the electric flux density D the unknown field quantity in the 
relevantt contrasting domain, e the known field quantity related to the excitation (incident 
field)field) and L the weakened operator kerne! of the domain integral equation. The operator. L. 
involvess the spatial convolution of the free-space Green's function and the contrast current 
densityy and therefore an interconnecting relation between the unknown dielectric flux 
densityy D and this current density is needed. This relation involves the electric contrast 
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function,, which might exhibit a jump through an interlace between two areas with different 
dielectricc properties. In this ease the mean value of the dielectric properties at both sides of 
thee interface is taken. 1 he spatial convolution is calculated in the frequency domain by 
applyingg a ITT. A back transformation results in the desired spatial convolution. The linear 
sett of equations mentioned earlier is solved by a conjugate gradient method. Within this 
methodd a parameter i> available to monitor the comergence of the iteration process: the 
errorr criterion. This criterion is defined as Krr(J" = ||t''-£/)""||/||i''|| . which indicates how 
closee the linear set of equations is matched by the nlh solution o\"/>""; Err1"1 = 0 if the linear 
sett of equations is fulfilled. Note the normalisation bv the magnitude of the incident field. 
/ / 
Thee resulting computational method has been tested for the problem of scattering by a 
radiall  layered sphere. The incident field was taken to be a uniform plane wave. Comparison 
off  the numerical results with analytical solutions yielded very good quantitative agreement 
andd it was concluded that staircase modelling of curved dielectric boundaries is feasible 
(Zwambornn el al. 1991. Zwamborn et al. 1992b, Zwamborn et al. 1992a). 

3.2.11 Application of the weak form of the CGFFT method for the AMC-4 waveguide 
array. . 

Thee application of the Weak Form of the CGFFT method in radiative hyperthermia 
treatmentt simulations includes the dielectric description of the hyperthermia system, the 
patientt being treated, and the definition of a realistic incident field e\ 
Hssentiall  parts of the AMC-4 waveguide phased array are four water tilled waveguides and 
fourr water bags, or boh. providing the dielectric coupling to the patient'phanlom of the 
fieldss emanated through the waveguides1 apertures. Details on both the clinical 
performancee (Van der Zee et al. 1996, Van Dijk et al. 19X9, Van Dijk et al. 1990) and 
apparatuss characteristics (Schneider et al. 1995. Wiersma et ai. 1996. Wiersma et al. 1998) 
cann be found in the literature. The waveguides are excited at 70MHz by a coaxial fed 
monopolc. . 
Thee dielectric properties of the patient can be obtained by linkage of tissue type based 
dielectricc data (e.g. Gabriel et al. 19%a. Gabriel et al. 1996c. Gabriel et al. 1996b) and a 
tissuee type based patient description. This description can be extracted from diagnostic 
imagess by appropriate segmentation procedures (Sullivan 1990. Homsleth 1 997. Piket-May 
etaf.. 1992 and Wust et af 199S). 
Thee patient phantom specific dielectric description is added to the (hyperthermia system 
specific)) description of the tour water filled waveguides and boli. 

3.2.22 The waveguide description and the incident field. 

Thee modelling of metallic or perfectly electric conducting (PFC) structures is commonly 
performedd by either setting FM-field components equal to zero or by introducing at 
appropriatee grid nodes a ven large conductivity (a-1.0 104 Sm"!) maintaining a low-
relativee dielectric constant (<v 1). The latter procedure is pursued in the description of the 
waveguidess of the AMC-4 waveguide array. The excitation of the waveguide by the coaxial 
fedd monopolc is modelled b> two point sources having a current density of 1 Am" defining 
thee incident \~]ch\. Geometricallv these point sources arc located al both far ends of the 
monopolcc in the actual waveguide, at the gap between the monopolc and the waveguide. 
Bothh location and strength of the point sources define the incident field and must be 
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selectedd in such a manner that after scattering by the waveguides, bolus and patient the 
calculatedd EM-field corresponds to the actually generated EM-field. The boli are modelled 
byy setting the dielectric properties of distilled water. 

3.2.33 Modeling waveguide termination. 

Itt is known that cross-talk phenomena exist in multi applicator hyperthermia systems and 
thatt the amplitude and phase setting of one applicator is distorted by the EM-field radiated 
byy another applicator. To account for these cross-talk phenomena the non-radiating 
applicatorss have to be terminated by their characteristic impedance, which is typically 50 
Ohms.. In this case any EM-field propagating towards the feed points of these applicators 
willl  be effectively damped and no EM-fie!d will propagate back or will be radiated by the 
non-poweredd applicators. 
Numericallyy this implies that the description of non-radiating applicators has to be such that 
theyy do not radiate any energy through their aperture. The approach pursued in realising 
thiss originates from the ease of a plane wave illuminating a stratified medium. If this 
stratifiedd medium has a smoothly increasing absorption per layer, reflection because of a 
discontinuityy of refractive indices at the interfaces is minimised while the plane wave is 
effectivelyy attenuated. 

3.33 Material and Methods 

3.3.11 Description of experimental data. 

Thee measurement of both amplitude and phase of an EM-field emanated through the 
aperturee of a radiative hyperthermia system has been described by a number of authors 
(Schneiderr ct al. 1995, Wiersma et al." 1996. Wiersma et al. 1998. Wust et al. 1995). In 
orderr to analyse the fringing field effects present in hyperthermia systems Wiersma et al. 
characterisess the three dimensional propagation of the EM-field in a rectangular phantom 
{length;; 78.5 cm. square cross section of 30x30 csrf) by scanning the EM-field. both 
amplitudee and phase, in two planes, i.e. the aperture midplane and the sagittal midplane. 
Thee field direction and also the field strength are clearly defined regarding the EM-field as 
aa three-dimensional vector field. Due to symmetry in the aperture midplane only the /-
componentt contributes to the EM-field while in (he sagittal (or yz-) midplane both the z-
componentt and the y-eomponent contribute to the EM-field. The emanated field is 
dependentt on the propagation conditions throughout the coupling bolus, the phantom and 
otherr volumes attached, like other applicators. Therefore two sets of propagation conditions 
havee been selected: 1) the minimum number of parameters determining the propagation of 
thee EM-field namely one single waveguide, one bolus and a homogeneous phantom and 2) 
thee propagation conditions as for the clinical set-up. i.e. four applicators attached by four 
bolii  having only one applicator radiating while the others are terminated by their 
characteristicc impedance. The two set-ups are further referred to as the "simplified" set-up 
andd the "clinicaf" set-up respectively. Furthermore, the prolongation of the attaching boli 
hass been selected as a parameter in this study because of its importance in relation to 
fringingg field effects. A schematic overview o\~ the measurement set-ups is depicted in 
fiütiree I. 
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Transversa]]  (XV-l plane Centrall  sagittal (YZ-) plane 

Transversall  (XY-) plane Ovenn ie\\ (short bolus) 

Waveguide e 
S.ILMIUI II  I ' i . inc 

Waveauide e 

figurefigure I: Schematic oven ieu of the measurement set-ups applied by W iersma et al. 1998 

Thee measurement accuracy is obtained by determining the maximal range of amplitude and 
phasee data measured at identical positions. These positions typically originate from 
overlappingg scan trajectories and scan trajectory crossings. 

3.3.22 Normalization aspects. 

Thee EM-field measurements described by Schneider et al.( 1995) and Wiersma et al. (1998) 
resultt in a relative amplitude and a phase difference distribution: the amplitude is given as a 
fractionn of the EM-field present in the centre of the system's aperture midplane: the phase 
iss given as a difference to the phase at this location. The centre of the systems aperture 
midplanee has been selected by Schneider el al. (1995) because of the symmetry present in 
thee "clinical" set-up relative to this point. The measurements presented by Wiersma et al. 
(1998)) were performed for the same hyperthermia system and the same normalisation 
proceduree has been adopted. At this normalisation location only the Z-component of the 
EM-fieldd is present. The numerical data presented is normalised accordingly. 

3.3.33 Description of simulation according to measurement set-ups 

Bothh the phantom and the hyperthermia system for which Wiersma et al. (1998) 
characterisedd the three dimensional propagation of the EM-field are divided in rectangular 
voxelss of 2 \ 2 x 3 cm'. The 2 mm PVC shell had to be omitted as a result of the selected 
resolutionn that is limited bv the available memory resources. The dielectric properties of the 
phantomm used by Wiersma et al. (1998) are. er=77 and a = 0.5 I S/m (Schneider et al. 1994). 
correspondingg to a solution of 3 grams NaCl per liter at 22 "('. 

11 he measurement set-ups mentioned earlier can be divided in two groups dependent on the 
propagationn conditions with regard to their numerical specifications: a single waveguide 
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settingg and an arrav setting. The prolongation of the bolus in the principal z-direetion has 
noo effect on the model dimensions since it does nut exceed the size of the phantom. For the 
twoo groups the mode! dimension, necessary memory, number of iterations needed to reach 
thee error criterion of 1% and the computing time per iteration has been tabulated (table 1), 
Roughlyy 80% of the computing time necessary to perform a single iteration step is 
consumedd by the actual computation of both forward and backward FFT. The computing 
timee per iteration has been determined by a run on a Silicon Graphics 02 workstation 
equippedd with a 200 MHz R5000 processor. 

Tabicc l 

".simpli i 
"clinic; ; 

ïed""  set-up 
1""  St'l-lip 

Modell  dun. 

33x3.i\27 7 

KouriLTT dim. 

l21Sxl2!<\f).i i 

Memory y 

200 Mb 
699 Mb 

Iterations s 

11 1 ) 

[ S O U U 

Timee Hcraiion 

SS sec. 
22 / see. 

3.44 Method of comparison. 
Thee numerical data is compared qualitatively to the experimental data by I) iso-level 
contourr to iso-level contour comparison and 2) by a comparison of amplitude and phase 
profiles.. For this purpose both the numerical and experimental results have been normalised 
andd interpolated by applying a minimum curvature algorithm yielding amplitude and phase 
dataa points distributed on a I x 1 enr grid. The grid is limited to those areas where 
experimentall  data was available: 30 x 30 enr (area A0: |x| < 15 cm, |y| < 15 cm) for the 
aperturee midplane and 50 x 30 cm2 (area SO; |zj < 25 cm, |y| < 15 cm) for the sagittal 
midplane.. From the obtained grids amplitude and phase profiles are taken. These profiles 
runn along the y- and z- principal axes and along the z-direction at y=-13 cm, close to the 
radiatingg waveguide. 
Too obtain a single quantity that indicates the errors of the simulations with respect to the 
measurements,, the amplitude difference ÖA = Aca|CU|aU,d - Amcasurc(t and the phase 
differencee 8<t» = <J>catcU|a„.d - Omf>asim>d is calculated at each node point of the corresponding 

in n 

arids.. Subsequently the mean differences <öA> (<ÖA> = I . |(5A)|./m) and <8<D> (<5<D> = 
——  i i 

m m 

S.. |(80)|./m) are determined by averaging |(5A)|. and |(8<&)|. respectively over all the node 
pointss (m) of the grid. The mean phase difference is expressed in degrees. Note that, like 
thee amplitude value itself, the mean amplitude difference is expressed as a percentage of the 
amplitudee value at the normalisation point. 
Inn clinical practice the normalisation point could be taken from the HM-fteld at a location in 
thee central pelvic region close to the tumour site. e.g. in the cervix, bladder or rectum. From 
therapeuticc clinical point of view it is of importance to be able to specify the area for which 
thee SAR. as derived from the simulated FM-field. is below a certain accuracy specification. 
Thereforee the quantitative comparison is elaborated for two additional areas with 
decreasingg size located symmetrically around the normalisation point. These areas are: 1) 
ann area (Al : 20 x 20 cm:) restricted by (x| < 10. |y| < 10 for the aperture midplane and an 
areaa (SI: 20 \ 20 cm:) restricted by \z\ < 10. |y| < 10 for the sagittal midplane and; 2) an 
areaa (A2: 10 \ 10 crrf) restricted by |x| < 5. |y| < 5 for the aperture midplane and an area 
(S2;; 10 x 10 crrf) restricted by [z| < 5. jy[ < 5 for the sagittal midplane. An overview of the 
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mentionedd areas is given in figure 2. Both 5A and 5® are determined for each of the areas. 
AOO and SO. Al and SI. and A2 and S2 delineated above. 

o\o\ en iew of the areas for which <6A  and <SO  ha\ e been determine 

Transversall  cross-section, areas AO, Al and A2 Sagittall  cross-section, areas SO. SI and S2 

1 1 
SI SI 

' / / / / 

figuree 2: Schematic overview of die areas SO, SI and S2 and AO, Al and A2 for which <5A and 5d» have been 
determined d 

3.55 Results. 

3.5.11 Qualitative comparison of computational and experimental data 

Simulatedd Z-Component 

aa amplitude 

Measuredd /-Component 

bb amplitude 

phase e cc phase 

.. . 
to o 

10 0 

40 0 

.90 0 

' ' i i 

a a 
-*) ) 

figuree 3: Iso-level contours of the Z-Component of the EM-field in the aperture midplane (Z=0). a) simulated 
amplitudee iso-level contours: b) measured amplitude iso-level contours; c) simulated phase iso-level contours: di 
measuredd phase iso-level contours, 
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Simulatedd Z-Componcnt 

aa amplitude 

Measuredd /-Component 
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11 - :oo 

JJ 'f -
\ \ 
\ \ 

cc phase dd Phase 

figuree 4: [so-level contours of the Z-Componenl of the EM-field in the sagittal midplane (X=0). 
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figuree 5: Iso-level contours of the Y-Component of the EM-fteld in the sagittal midplane (X=0). 
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Inn order to indicate the predictive capabilities of the numerical method the iso-level 
presentationn for the "simplified"' set-up with short bolus are depicted. The measured and 
simulatedd amplitude and phase iso-level contours for the /-component of the EM-field in 
thee aperture midplane and the sagittal midplane are presented in figure 3 and figure 4 and 
forr the y-component of the EM-field in the sagittal midplane in figure 5. In each figure the 
leftt panel represents the measured results whereas the right panel represents simulation 
results.. The upper and lower panels represent the amplitude iso-level contours and the 
phasee iso-level contours respectively. The figures arc representative for the 18 iso-level 
contourss of the other three set-ups. These iso-level contours are not show n for brevity. 

3.5.22 Detailed comparison of computational and experimental data 

AA detailed comparison of numerical and experimental data is obtained by plotting 
amplitudee and phase profiles along the y- and z- principal axes and in the /-direction, at y=-
133 cm, close to the radiating waveguide. For the z-component the simulated and measured 
amplitudee and phase profiles along the y-axis and z-axis for the four set-ups described 
earlierr are depicted in figure 6 and figure 7 respectively. The normalisation point of both 
amplitudee and phase are indicated by a Na and a N,|, respectively, for the y-component the 
simulatedd and measured amplitude and phase profiles along the z-axis are depicted in figure 
8 8 

y-axis;; z-component: short bolus y-axis; z-component; long holus 

.' ' 
h h 

figuree 6: Measured- and simulated amplitude and phase profdes along the Y-axis i.\ 0) for the Z-Component of 
thee I M-field in ihe aperture midplane iZ <> cm), ai short bolus, "simplified" set-up: b) long bolus, •"simplified"" 
set-up:: c) short bolus, "clinical" set-up: di long bolus, ""clinical"' set-up 
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/-axis;; z-component; short bolus 

• • 

z-axis;; z-component: long bolus 

/ / 

: : 

figuree ~:: Measured- and simulated amplitude and phase profiles (dashed) along the /-axis at Y 0 cm and Y=-13 
cmm | fat) for the /-Component of the EM-field in the sagittal midplane (X=0 cm). 

/-axis:: y-component; short bolus /-axis:: y-component; long bolus 

--
..-. ..-. 

• ' ' 

.... . 

•-••»t«. . . 

--
• • j j 

-: : 

--

; ; 

i i 

figuree S: Measured- and simulated amplitude and phase profiles (dashedI along the Z-axis at Y 0 cm and N -13 
cmm (fat) for the Y-Component of the EM-field in the sagittal midplane (X 0 cm). 
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3.5.33 Measurement accuracy 

Thee maximal difference of amplitude and phase measurements in the aperture midplane 
wass found to be l2"o in amplitude and IN degrees in phase respectively. 

3.5.44 Quantitative comparison of computational and experimental data 

Forr all set-ups, planes of measurement and areas AO and SO. Al and SI and A3 and S2 the 
meann difference has been determined applying the procedure described earlier. The results 
obtainedd are tabulated in table 2. Recall that all presented amplitude values are given as a 
percentage.. <5A> is expressed as a percentage of the EM-field at the normalisation point, 
i.e.. the field strength of the z-eomponent of the EM-field in the centre of the aperture 
midplane.. The presented phase values. <6<I», arc differences expressed in degrees. 

Tabicc 2 

<6A>,, Mean Amplitude <0<T». Mean Pha.se Difference 

Dilïcrcncee per plane |"«1 per plane [degrees] 

Sei-upp Area Bolus ti, in 11, in K, in O, in d>, in (D̂  in 
Lengthh apt. sa«. sat;. apt . sag. say. 

plant.''  planv plane plane plane plane 
"c l in ica l"" All.SO short In 29 24 34 40 Ml 

longg 21 24 21 36 32 S4 
A t . S II short 15 25 13 17 13 S4 

longg 21 27 19 19 l i SO 
A2.S22 short II 17 7 4 11 7f> 

long__ 16 L5 1_5 6 5 Hi) 
-simplified"" AO.SO short 22 12 10 39 33 90 

longg 16 10 S 31 20 S3 
A1.S11 short I? 6 7 19 16 77 

longg 10 5 4 II II 70 
A2.S22 short 7 3 7 KI S (SN 

loimm 2 2 3 5 6 62 

3.66 Discussion. 
AA comparison of the simulation results with the measured EM-field has been presented by 
bothh the iso-level contour presentation of the EM-field {figure 3-5} and the detailed 
comparisonn of both measured and simulated amplitude and phase profiles (figure 6-8). This 
comparisonn includes a bolus size variation. The precise correspondence is discussed below 
forr the iso-le\cl contour to iso-lcvci contours comparison and the track to track comparison 
separately. . 
Inn the aperture midplane the iso-level contours of the simulated and the measured amplitude 
off the z-component of the EM-field correspond qualitatively. Small differences in tbc 
curvaturee of measured amplitude iso-level contours and the contours of the simulated 
amplitudee are present at locations close to the PVC shell oi" the phantom. The iso-level 
contourss of the simulated phase clearly differ from their measured counterparts (figure 3c 
comparedd to figure 3d). In the sagittal midplane the iso-level contours of the simulated and 
measuredd phase of the z-component show identical behaviour close to the radiating 
applicatorr for locations at approximately z - 15 cm (figure 4c compared to figure 4d). 
Thesee locations correspond to the short bolus border position along the principal z-a\is. 
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Somee influence of this border is also seen for the simulated amplitude (figure 4a). Along 
thee principal y-axis the gradient of the simulated phase is clearly larger than the gradient of 
thee measured phase. This is in correspondence with the differences for the phase found 
earlierr in the aperture midplane. In the sagittal midplane for the y-component the iso-level 
contourss of the simulated amplitude and phase and the measured amplitude and phase 
qualitativelyy correspond (figure 5). However, a large offset of approximately 60 degrees 
betweenn the simulated phase and the measured phase is present (figure 5c compared to 
figuree 5d). 
Inn figure 6. the profiles along the y-axis of the simulated amplitude and phase correspond to 
thee measured amplitude and phase except for the phase determined for the "simplified*" set
upp with a short bolus as already noticed earlier. In the "'simplified" set-up the profiles of the 
simulated-- and measured amplitude and phase start to differ from each other well over the 
y=+55 cm location. For the "clinical" set-up the differences in amplitude occur closer to the 
normalisationn point location. For y locations from 0 cm to 15 cm the simulated profiles do 
showw a flattening behaviour like the measured profiles thus show ing qualitative accordance. 
Onn the other hand quantitatively the largest differences occur at the positive y-axis. 
Thee /-component amplitude profiles running along the principal /-axis through the 
normalisationn point show a good match (figure 7). The phase profile along the same axis 
showss an increasing difference for locations away from the normalisation point as the 
simulatedd phase decreases. The simulated amplitude profile at y~-13 cm. close to the active 
applicator,, corresponds to the measured amplitude profile. In general the measured profile 
iss "widened"' compared to the simulated profile; e.g. in the "simplified" set-up with the 
shortt bolus the width of the measured amplitude profile at a relative field strength of 200% 
iss 5 cm whereas it is only 0 cm for the simulated amplitude. This widening is less 
pronouncedd for the long bolus set-ups (figure 7b and figure 7d) although still present. 
Approximatelyy at the locations z=-15 cm and z=15 cm. corresponding to the size of the 
boluss of 30 cm. the phase profile shows a rapid increase (figure 7a and figure 7c). The 
simulatedd phase profiles predict this increase very well. Also for the "simplified" set-up 
withh a long bolus (figure 7b) the simulated phase profile agrees with the measured phase 
profile.. The phase profile for the "clinical" set-up with a long bolus is an exception on the 
formerr correspondences and shows an increasing difference for a larger distance from the 
z=00 cm location (figure 7d). 

Thee simulated- and measured y-component profiles running along the principal z-axis 
correspondd qualitatively (figure 8). Large quantitative differences are present however. 
Goingg along the plotted profiles most differences occur close to the z=0 location: the 
measuredd amplitude increases more rapidly than the simulated amplitude moving away 
fromm the z=U location. The relative magnitude of the simulated amplitude roughly covers 
thee relative magnitude of the measured amplitude. For the profile along the principal y-axis 
aa good match is found of measured- and simulated amplitude profile. The simulated phase 
profiless show a good correspondence with the measured phase profiles, with as the main 
differencee the offset also found in figure 5d . For both short bolus set-ups the amplitude 
valuee decreases to a value below 20% at |z|=2U cm (figure Sa and figure 8c). For both long 
boluss set-ups the amplitude profile at the y--l3 location decreases more smoothly to 
approximatelyy 40% at |z|=20 cm (figure 8b and figure Sd). Note that the measured 
amplitudee profiles are not distributed symmetrical around the z-0 position for the "clinical" 
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set-upp (figure 8c and figure 8d) whereas the simulated profiles are distributed symmetrical 
aroundd the z=0 position. 
Forr both the ''simplified" - and the "clinical"1 set-tip a global comparison of simulation- and 
experimentall data has been presented by averaging their differences for each F M-fie Id 
componentt amplitude and phase in both the aperture midplane and the sagittal midplane. 
Thesee mean differences per EM-field component per plane are tabulated in table 2. 
Generallyy the simulation data corresponds with the measured data better for the 
"simplified"" set-up than for the "clinical" set-up. For both set-ups the differences decrease 
forr the smaller areas except for the phase of the y-eomponent. The /-component of the EM-
fieldfield in the aperture midplane (Fv in apt. plane) shows a mean amplitude difference of 16% 
forr the "clinical" set-up with a short bolus and a mean amplitude difference of 21% for the 
"clinical"" set-up with a long bolus. For the "simplified" set-up these differences are 22% 
andd 16% for the short bolus and long bolus case respectively. For the /-component of the 
EM-fieldd in the sagittal midplane (F, in the sag. plane) these mean amplitude differences 
aree 29% (short bolus) and 29% (long bolus) for the "clinical" set-up and 12% and 10% for 
thee "simplified" set-up. For the y-component the mean amplitude differences are 24% and 
21%% for the "clinical" set-up and 10% and X% for the "simplified" set-up. The mean phase 
differencess for the /-component vary between 31 and 39 degrees in the aperture midplane 
andd 20 and 46 degrees in the sagittal midplane. Not differentiating between the two set-ups. 
thee mean phase differences for the EM-field y-component vary between 83 and 91 degrees 
inn the sagittal midplane. 
Restrictingg the area (area Al) of analysis for the phase yields a decrease by 15-20 degrees 
off the mean difference for both set-ups except for the y-eomponent phase difference that 
decreasess by 7-13 degrees. For the amplitude a slight improvement up to 4% of the 
correspondencee (area Al) is noted for the "clinical" set-up for the z-component. For the y-
componentt this improvement is 1 1% for the short bolus set-up. For the "simplified" set-up 
thee improvement is 3-6%. A second restriction step (area A2) increases the correspondence 
forr both set-ups (with up to 10% for the amplitude and with up to 13 degrees for the phase). 
Ann average difference per set-up is obtained for both amplitude <$A> and phase (5<t>) by 
averagingg over the two measurement planes and both bolus lengths. These averages are 
tabulatedd in table 3. For the phase (ÖO) only the /-component (6\p, ) is averaged based on 
thee 60 degrees offset present in figure 5c compared to figure xi. If we correct for this phase 
offsett the corrected phase difference in the last column of table 3 is obtained (6ip,,-öip\). 
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Forr the "clinical" set-up. averaging the mean differences for the /-component of the EM-
fieldd in the aperture midplane and sagittal midplane and the y-eomponent in the sagittal 
planee a mean difference of 24% is found. For the "simplified" set-up this percentage is 
13%.. From the values tabulated in table 3 it can be seen that for the area Al the amplitude 
differencee is still 20% and the phase difference is 15 degrees for the "clinical" set-up. The 
amplitudee difference for the "simplified" set-up is below 10% although the phase difference 
iss about 15 degrees. For the smaller area A2 these differences decrease. However, for the 
amplitudee the mean difference does not get below 10% for the "clinical" set-up. 
Threee assumptions limitations arc present in the numerical description of both the phantom 
andd the hyperthermia array. 1) The PVC outer shell of the phantom has not been 
incorporatedd due to the selected resolution, which is limited by the available memory 
resources.. 11 owe ver. based on the very small change in the reflection coefficient for a plane 
wavee when the PVC interface is included, the influence of this assumption can be 
neglected.. 2) The numerical description of the phantom and hyperthermia array and the 
connectionn of the non-powered waveguides to their characteristic impedance is done by 
addingg absorbing layers in the non-powered waveguides to suppress reflections from these 
waveguides.. This is a very crude approach. 3) The measurements by Wiersma et ai. 1998 
stronglyy suggest that the non-symmetrical distribution of the amplitude pattern in the 
sagittall midplane is correlated to the patient phantom supporting structure (including 
metallicc parts) of the set-up as the distribution is symmetrical for a wooden supporting 
structure.. In the simulations no supporting structure is included and as a result the 
simulationn results are distributed symmetrically. In the phase pattern this asymmetry is not 
observed.. The latter two assumptions only apply to the "clinical" set-up and considering the 
differencess obtained for the "simplified" set-up it can be estimated they contribute 
approximatelyy 10% to the difference of the simulated and measured amplitude. For the 
measuredd phase, which does not show an asymmetrical distribution in the "clinical" set-up. 
thee difference with the simulated phase is equal for both set-ups. The mean difference 
betweenn the simulated amplitude and measured amplitude for the "simplified" set-up is 
13%% and is of the order of the measurement accuracy. For this set-up the difference 
betweenn the simulated phase and the measured phase is 31 degrees, which exceeds the 
measurementt accuracy by 13 degrees. For the area of 20 x 20 cnrt.Al. Si) around the 
normalisationn point the amplitude difference is X% and the phase difference is 14 degrees, 
whichh is within the measurement accuracy. For the "clinical" set-up both the amplitude and 
phasee difference are within the measurement accuracy for the area of 1 Ox 10cm" (A2. S2). 
Inn a recent study, van de Kamer et al. (1998) investigated the impact of erroneous input 
dataa (dielectric properties) on the simulated SAR pattern of a (Coaxial TEM) regional 
hyperthermiaa system. Examining the consequence of errors in the SAR pattern on the 
calculatedd temperature distribution it appeared that for all simulations performed the mean 
differencee error in the SAR pattern resulted in approximately equal mean difference error 
inn the calculated temperature distribution (assuming no additional errors are made in the 
calculationn of the temperature distribution). For this type of treatment in the pelvic area this 
indicatedd that if a 5 C temperature increase is to be predicted with a mean accuracy of 1 ZC 
(20%).. the power density has to be predicted with a mean accuracy of 20% as well and the 
EM-fieldd amplitude has to be predicted with a mean accuracy of 10%. In order to verify 
suchh accuracy of the planning system, the accuracy of power density measurements should 
bee at least 20% or for E-Heid amplitude it should be at least 10%. Subsequently the 
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simulationn results should correspond with these measurements within the desired accuracy. 
Fromm table 3 we find this accuracy is realised for the "simplified" set-up in the entire 
measurementt area. For the "clinical" set-up this accuracy is obtained in the area A2, S2 
only. . 
Thee Conjugate Gradient FFT method is both time consuming and memory consuming 
comparedd to other numerical methods employed for hyperthermia treatment planning. From 
tablee 1 it can be determined that for the "clinical" set-up with 33x33x27 voxels a 
calculationn time of 12.5 hours is needed and that roughly 70 Mb memory is allocated (SGI 
02.. 200 MHz R5000). Both computing time and memory requirements do not behave 
linearr with the dimensions of the electromagnetic problem but with the fourier dimensions 
involvedd in the computation of the spatial convolution metioned in section 3. In practice 
thiss means that calculations for problems with a discretisation of 1 cm1 . requiring a 
computationall domain of roughly 63x63x63 voxels, can only be solved in 24 h with at least 
2566 Mb of memory available. Allthough it is difficult to compare computing times for 
differentt numerical methods from the literature due to the different workstation 
configurationss applied, the computing times needed for the CGFFT method probably are 
thee closest to the computation time needed by the VSIE method (Nadobny et al. 1992). 
Bothh the FDTD method (Sullivan 1990) and the FE method (Jia et al. 1994) appear to be 
capablee of producing results within several hours. Concerning accuracy analyses in the 
contextt of hyperthermia treatment planning, results of FDTD and FE calculations (Sullivan 
ett al. 1992 Jia et al. 1994) have been compared to measured power profiles and E-field 
amplitudee profiles obtained for a specific amplitude and phase setting. In general these 
quantitativee comparisons showed good agreement. To the knowledge of the authors, no 
clearr information on the correlation of measured and simulated phase profiles have yet been 
reported. . 
Inn the "clinical" set-up, of course all four applicators can be activated. The fields emanated 
byy each of these four applicators combine to a superposed EM-field. This EM-field can be 
manipulatedd by the amplitude and phase setting of the applicators. The EM-field generated 
forr a specific amplitude and phase setting can be predicted/calculated by superpositioning 
off the simulated EM-fields of the separate applicators. If the accuracy of the simulation is 
similarr for each separate applicator, the accuracy of this simulated superposed EM-field 
willl be of the same order as the accuracy of the simulated field oi  ̂ a single waveguide. 
Thereforee in the "clinical" set-up. conclusions regarding the mean accuracy of the planning 
systemm that are based on the experiments with only a single active waveguide apply to 
casess with four active waveguides as well. 

3.77 Conclusion. 
Byy a comparison of measured EM-field amplitude and phase with their simulated 
counterpartt an assessment of the accuracy of the description of the radiating elements of the 
AMC-44 waveguide array clinical hyperthermia system is obtained. Hereby the earlier posed 
questionn "How accurate is the description of the radiating elements of the clinical 
hyperthermiaa system in relation to the actually generated EM-field distribution within the 
patient"" has been answered. 
Fromm both the iso-level contour presentation of the EM-tield (figure 3-5) and the detailed 
comparisonn of both measured and simulated amplitude and phase profiles (figures 6 - 8) it 
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iss concluded that generally the simulation results correspond qualitatively with the 
measuredd EM-field. This qualitative correspondence includes a bolus size variation. 
Thee accuracy assessment is performed in two orthogonal planes centred on the aperture 
midplanee centre. Referred to a maximal measurement accuracy of 12% and 15 degrees for 
thee amplitude and phase respectively, it is concluded that for the "simplified" set-up and for 
aa limited plane-area, 20x20cm~ <A1. SI), the difference between numerical and 
experimentall data is below the maximal measurement accuracy. For the "clinical" set-up 
thiss also holds for the phase, but the amplitude exceeds the maximal measurement accuracy 
byy 5% to 10%. 

Withh the current accuracy of the measured EM-field distribution and the correspondence 
withh simulations performed using the Weak Form of the Conjugate Gradient F FT method, 
thee applicability of a hyperthermia planning system is restricted to the retrospective 
analysiss of hyperthermia treatments and the performance analysis of new Improved 
hyperthermiaa devices. A role in a prospective analysis of the hyperthermia treatment of the 
individuall patient may lie in the determination/simulation of a set of starting points giving a 
"closee to optimal" amplitude and phase setting or the localisation of possible problem areas. 
Thee possibility to perform this role is supported by this study which has shown the ability 
off the Weak Formulation of the Conjugate Gradient FFT method to predict the EM-field of 
eachh waveguide of the AMC4 waveguide array hyperthermia system including a bolus size 
variation. . 
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